Opera and the
In the history of music it is not all that rare for technological inventions to gain significance only long after their inception. This was the fate of the valve horn with the chromatic scale, which did not become fully utilized until Wagner. The saxophone, a connecting link between woodwind and brass instruments, was already hesitantly used by Bizet,' but only entered the domain of serious music by means of a detour through jazz. A similar development now seems to be taking place with the phonograph record.
In music, Technik has a double meaning.2 On the one hand, there are the actual compositional techniques and, on the other, there are the industrial processes that are applied to music for the purpose of its mass dissemination. The latter do not, however, remain completely external to the music. Behind both the Opera and the Long-Playing Record technologico-industrial and the artistic discoveries there is the same historical process at work, the same human force of production. That is why they both converge.
As late as 1934 it still had to be claimed that, as a form, the phonograph record had not given rise to anything unique to it.3 This may well have changed since the introduction of long-playing recordings, irrespective of whether, on the one hand, LPs might have been technologically possible from the very start and were only held back by commercial calculations or due to lack of consumer interest, or, on the other, one really only learned so late how to capture extended musical durations without interrupting them and thereby threatening the coherence of their meaning. In any case, the term "revolution" is hardly an exaggeration with regard to the long-playing record. The entire musical literature could now become available in quite-authentic form to listeners desirous of auditioning and studying such works at a time convenient to them.
The gramophone record comes into its own, however, by virtue of the fate of a major musical genre: the opera. It has been more than thirty years since any operas have been written for opera houses that-if one is allowed to insist on such high standards-manifested something of world spirit [Weltgeist] . The supply of traditional operas on the stages reserved for them has, however, become folderol for opera fans4 or cult objects for culture worshippers. Thus the tireless efforts to modernize operas in opera houses with new sets and new stagings-at the expense of their substance. This confrontation as surrealist tease has itself already become institutionalized, and rapidly loses its effect. In its heroic periods, modern music distanced itself from the production of opera for opera houses and groped toward a theater qualitatively different from the high bourgeois representation of the nineteenth century.5 The current avant-garde has taken this up once again-probably most radically and convincingly by Kagel.6 3.
Adorno is here referring to his own remarks made decades earlier in "The Form of the Phonograph Record. It is obvious that Mozart's operas cannot be performed in oratorio fashion without an unintentionally comic effect. Television broadcasts of gala opera evenings do not make things any better. A million praline boxes are actually worse than one single one that still retains something of the childlike joy of blissful moments.8 Radio operas merely produce the effect of a pale replica of the live performance, yet without relinquishing the claim to singularity that has become fatal. It is here that the LP makes its entrance as deus ex machina.
Shorn of phony hoopla, the LP simultaneously frees itself from the capriciousness of fake opera festivals. It allows for the optimal presentation of music, enabling it to recapture some of the force and intensity that had been worn threadbare in the opera houses. Objectification, that is, a concentration on music as the true object of opera, may be linked to a perception that is comparable to reading, to the immersion in a text. This offers an alternative to that which opera does in the best case -and which is just what an artwork ought not do -that is: cajole the listener. The form of the gramophone record comes into its own as a form of sound figures. The ability to repeat long-playing records, as well as parts of them, fosters a familiarity which is hardly afforded by the ritual of performance. Such records allow themselves to be possessed just as previously one possessed art-prints. But there remains hardly any means other than possession, other than reification, through which one can get at anything unmediated in this world -and in art as well. One of the essential properties of operas, particularly such as those from the later period by Wagner and Strauss, is long temporal duration: they are sea voyages. LPs provide the opportunity--more perfectly than the supposedly live performances-to recreate without disturbance the temporal dimension essential to operas.
The gramophone record becomes a form the moment it unintentionally approaches the requisite state of a compositional form. Looking back, it now seems as if the short-playing records of yesteryear-acoustic daguerreotypes that are already now hard to play in a way that produces a satisfying sound due to the lack of proper apparatuses-unconsciously also corresponded to their epoch: the desire for highbrow diversion, the salon pieces, favorite arias, and the Neapolitan semihits whose image Proust attached in an unforgettable manner to "O sole mio."9 This sphere of music is finished: there is now only music of the highest standards and obvious kitsch, with nothing in between. The LP expresses this historical change rather precisely.
At the time when music critic Paul Bekker was trying his hand as opera house director, he may have been the first to have spoken of opera as a museum.10 Despite the fact that when Richard Strauss subsequently took this up the result was reactionary, there is still something to it.1 The form of the LP makes it possible for more than a few musically engaged people to build up such a museum for themselves. Nor need they fear that the recorded works will be neutralized in the process, as they are in opera houses. Similar to the fate that Proust ascribed to paintings in museums,12 these recordings awaken to a second
